Flavor Burst®
Syrup Bag Fitment 2016
Installation
Since 2016, Flavor Burst soft-serve and Flavor Blend syrups are produced with a new syrup bag fitment. The
advantage to this change is that the fitment will no longer require a syrup bag adapter and can connect
directly with the syrup line connector. However, this new fitment extends out further than the old one, and
interferes with the cabinet door when the syrup lines are connected. To avoid breaking the fitment nozzles,
the syrup bag fitments must sit behind the tray opening, instead of infront of it. Follow these instructions to
properly load the new syrup bags and connect them to the syrup lines.
NOTE: Those that have the old style syrup connector with the metal locking ring will need to replace their
syrup line assemblies with the newest style SYR 944A syrup lines (order 8 assemblies).
Those that have
compatible syrup connector lines will eventually phase out the adapters, using them only on syrup bags that
have the old fitment until it’s replaced with a bag with a new fitment. Syrup bags with the old style fitment
(short and wide) that require a syrup bag adapter can be installed through the tray opening or behind it.

1

Remove the cap from the bag fitment.

2

Lifting up the bag fitment, press the center pin of the
fitment valve and gently press on the bag to release any
excess air.

3

Place the tray up-side-down over the bag and pull the
fitment into the tray opening as shown. The grooves of
the bag fitment should slide into the tray opening.

4

Holding the fitment in place, raise the open end of the tray
and flip the tray right side up. As the tray is set back
down, allow the bag to settle in the tray with the label
showing on top of the bag.
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Syrup Bag Fitment 2016 - continued

5

Lift the bag fitment out of the tray opening and set the
fitment inside the tray cavity, behind the slot.

6

Install the syrup bag into a cabinet tray. Clean and
sanitize the bag fitment and syrup bag connector with
approved sanitizer solution.

NOTE: The new bag fitment style does not use
the SYR 941 or SYR 941A syrup bag adapter.
The long nozzle connects directly to the syrup
line. Clean and store these adapters in case you need them
for a syrup bag that has the old style fitment.

SYR 941

NOTE: DO NOT INSTALL THE SYRUP BAG
FITMENT OVER THE TRAY SLOT. THIS CAN
RESULT IN BREAKAGE OF THE FITMENT NOZZLE WHEN
THE CABINET DOOR IS INSTALLED.

7

Connect the syrup bag connector to the bag fitment.
Ensure the connector snaps and locks onto the fitment.

NOTE: If you have a pump flush adapter with the old style
fitment, use a syrup bag adapter to connect it to the syrup line
when flushing the lines.

SYR 941A

*For additional information refer to the current Operations Manual or contact your local Flavor Burst®
distributor.
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